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1. Introduction and Summary 

The development and popularization of personal computers have had a 

strong influence on the field of statistics during the last ten years. The analysis 

of data which was once carried out only on main frame computers can now 

even at home with a personal computer. 

Today every practicing statistician uses a computer and some statistical 

programs. Some statisticians use terminals accessing large main frames which 

run classical software packages such as SPSSX, BMDP or SAS. Most of this 

software is also available for the personal computers they have on their desks. 

The range of types of software and hardware in use is considerable. This 

easier access to cOlnputational facilities has led to non-statisticians often mak

ing use of statistical software - whether or not they understand the theory 

underlying the methods they use. This increased user base has resulted in a 

strong commercial interest in the statistical software market . There has, in 

fact, been a statistical software boom. 

But, lnany users who have data sets and purposes for analyses are worried 

about how to select statistical methods and comlbine them, or their possible 

misuse of lnethods , because they lack knowledge of and experience with sta

tistical analysis. 

In the field of Artificial Intelligence( AI), there are some representational 

models of knowledge. The semantic network model is an effective model for 

the hierarchical knowledge, and the knowledge may be easily modified. 

To deal with the above mention problems, we have developed a consulta

tion system for statistical analysis based on hypertool. This system advises 

to the user one appropriate statistical method based on our knowledge base 

linking of the knowledge and programs of statistics. 

The system derives a statistical method to fit the user's purpose by means 

of a dialogue between the user and this system. The system is designed for 

data analysts and students without statistical knowledge or experience. 

In this paper, we describe a statistical consultation system that provides 

assistance to non-statisticians. There are many kinds of statistical software 

progralns, but most of then1 require some knowledge of and experience with 

statistics. Therefore, the development of a consultation system that can pro-
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vide knowledge of data analyses is eagerly desired by many users. 

The semantic network is one representational model of knowledge. This 

model is effective for hierarchical knowledge and is easy to modify. The hy

pertool has the same structure as the semantic network model. 

We developed the consultation system based on hypertool. This system 

is expandable and has the advantage of being able to add/modify statistical 

knowledge. 

In Chapter 2, for preparation, we surveyed former statistical consultation 

systems. There are many consultation systems for statistics in the world. 

Each system has its characteristic features. Therefore we have summarized 

these systems. 

Chapter 3 deals with the nature of statistical analysis. In the case of ordi

nary data analysis, an analyst uses many statistical methods and techniques 

based on the experience in his mind. We observed his analysis processes, since 

the knowledge of these works is important in building a consultation system. 

In the field of AI, there have many kinds of studies about acquirement, 

storage and use of knowledge to imitate human judgment. In Chapter 4, we 

describe some knowledge representational techniques. Especially, the semantic 

network model is an effective model for the hierarchical knowledge, and the 

knowledge may be easily modified. Then, we discuss this model in detail. 

We developed a new statistical software program which we named Seto /B 

that n1akes good use of personal computers. It includes more than 50 sta

tistical methods, from introductory to advanced, with graphical outputs and 

8 powerful utilities for treating the data file. In Chapter 5, we explain the 

structure and features of Seto/B, because Seto/B is one important part of our 

consultation system. 

To create a knowledge data base with respect to selection of a method, we 

investigated the relations between the purposes of analyses, type of data and 

111ethods of statistical analyses. We also constructed a decision rule as a tree 

structure which we call a 'statistical strategy map'. We discuss how we create 

this map in Chapter 6. 

The structure of the strategy map is similar to the seruantic network model. 

We assigned 'nodes' of the semantic network to question, dictionary and pro-
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gram, and 'links' to selection, referring and execution, respectively. There are 

some computer tools for dealing with the semantic network model. One of 

this software is called 'hypertool' which refers to text files and programs mu

tually with links. We constructed a consultation system using this software, 

known as the 'Statistical Consultation System based on Hypertool(SCSH)'. In 

Chapter 7, we describe the structure of this system and illustrate it with an 

example of the process of analysis. (A part of the statistical knowledge in 

SCSH is shown in the appendix. ) 

Evaluation of the system is treated in Chapter 8. The system has been 

used experimentally by some people. As a whole, this is a convenient and 

useful system. We discuss some of the features of our system and compare it 

with other consultation systems. 

Finally in Chapter 9, we present our conclusions concerning our consul

tation system. The system possesses flexibility with regard to the addition, 

modification and improvement of knowledge using 'hypertool'. This is im

portant for a statistical consultation system. We have confirmed that SCSH 

provides effective support for statistical data anallysis. But it is not enough to 

only display information and process statistical results with son1e rules. The 

statistical knowledge of one research field and data analysis should be syn

thesized. Further experience in using this system in actual fields of research 

should make it more effective. 
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2. Survey of Statistical Knowledge System 

Many kinds of statistical software programs are available, but most of them 

require the knowledge and experience of statistics. In such a circumstance 

beginners of data analysis usually meet troubles 'when they start an analysis 

without any advisors. 

Over against these situations, there are SOIne consultation systems for 

statistics in the world. These systems incorporate knowledge and experience 

of statistics. Each system has the feature of realization technique. At the 

starting point of the study, we survey these systerns. 

2.1 REX 

The pioneer of the statistical expert system is Gale and Pregibon (1982). 

They noticed the relation of knowledge base and statistics. Gale (1986) intro

duced the first expert system of statistics called :REX (Regression EXpert). 

REX encodes enough knowledge to do a simple linear regression analysis 

safely. Its methods are to systematically check assumptions underlying the 

use of regression analysis. If an assumption violation is detected, it determines 

a correction or signals an unexpected problem. REX is coded using expert 

system techniques as an interface to the S Statistical System (Becker and 

Chambers (1984)). The inference engine interprets the statistical knowledge, 

and interacts with the user and the statistical system. It runs in a multiple 

windows environment, one for dialogue, one for ~~raphics, one for interpreta

tions of tests and other for various information. And REX makes a report 

file of the executing analysis. It explains the process of analysis performed 

by REX with values, formulas and graphs. Therefore, the user can trace and 

understand his own analysis. 

After REX, he would plan a new system 'Student' (1986). It is designed to 

allow a professional statistician to construct a knowledge-based consultation 

system. This system grows its knowledge in the process of selecting methods , 

analyzing working examples and answering questions. Student is front-end of 

S Statistical System, too. REX refers fixed statistical knowledge, however Stu

dent has the improvement facility of knowledge. There are a lot of statistical 

knowledge and each is flexible to modify. We cannot collect all of them at the 
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first , so t he improvement facility is very important and useful. 

2.2 S/EXP 

Ishibashi and Takeda (1990) discussed the expert system based on S Sta

tistical System named S /EXP. The aim of this system is quite similar to the 

REX. The major differences are that S/EXP expects a beginner's usage, and 

that it provides a check list for statistical tests and statistical knowledge in a 

hierarchical structure in order to understand easily for him. 

The knowledge in the system is described using 'IF THEN' production 

rules. Each rule is composed of the condition and the action of statistics. If 

a user does not agree with the rule, he can modify the threshold value in the 

condition. 

To assist user interface, it supports the nlultiple windows environment on 

engineering work station. Each window displays a statistical checking list, a 

result of pre/post-testing, a result of analysis and so on. The user confirms 

these windows mutually, and advances his analysis . S/EXP has help facility, 

so the system shows the explanation of the result and reason of the testings. 

At the present this system supports only regression like REX, but they have a 

plan to expand the functions and knowledge of the system to other analyses. 

In their paper, they showed the process of data analysis and the knowledge 

and experience necessary in such process. Also they discussed the possibilities 

to incorporate thenl in an expert system. After this, they classified into two 

categories from the viewpoint of easiness of incorporation in a system. It is a 

good reference to construct these consultation systems. 

2.3 RASS 

Nakano, Yanlamoto and Okada (1991) discussed RASS (Regression Anal

ysis Supporting System). It is specified to regression analysis, too. The reason 

that above 3 systems treated only regression analysis is that this analysis is 

well known and well researched. And it is most frequently to apply to real 

field. So, these systems treated only this analysis at the first point. 

The one of features is that RASS based on the technique of Object Ori

ented Programming (OOP). OOP is a new concept of computer programnling 
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paradigm. Its basic ideas are 'Object' and 'Message sending'. The former is 

the group of programs and connected data, and the latter is the arguments 

between programs. Each Object is activated only when it receives a Message. 

After that, the Object judges the actual job related to the Massage, and it op

erates to the data of itself. Another concept of OOP is 'Inheritance'. It is the 

hierarchical structure of 'Object', and the lower Objects (SubClass) hold the 

characteristic of upper Objects (SuperClass). This feature is useful to describe 

the relation of master and servant of Objects. If the Object cannot execute 

the job itself, then the Object delivers to its upper Objects. 

The user of RASS drives to send a Message to an Object. This situation 

is same as a researcher analysis a data by a statistical package. He commands 

to the package by the name of the suitable procedure. 

This system has a semi-auto mode. If user has no idea of the next analysis, 

then he requests a recommendation of an operation and follows it. It leads to 

the correct result of regression analysis. 

RASS is programmed in Prolog as inference engine, In C as numerical 

execution and graphics, and in X-Windows as user interface. Prolog is a typi

cal computer language for artificial intelligence(AI). And its facility of 'back

tracking' is effective to find a specified knowledge in. the hierarchical structure. 

X-Windows offers the system of multiple windows on many kinds of work sta

tion. It is the standard environment, so it is easy to install other computers. 

2.4 The Statistical Consultant 

Robert S. (1987) published a shareware system named 'The Statistical 

Consultant'. This system distributed on bulletin board system (BBS) or PC

SIG (i.e., CD-ROM service of BBS). It is an authorized implementation of 'A 

Guide for Selecting Statistical Techniques for Analyzing Social Science Data, 

Second Edition' (Frank, et al.(1981)). 

The Statistical Consultant is an expert system designed to assist the user 

in selecting the appropriate statistical test for his problem. The system will 

ask a series of questions, starting with, 'how many variables do you have?'. 

The responses to questions leads to the identification of a particular statistical 

technique. Most questions are phrased for yes/no responses. In these cases 
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one needs only type 'y' or n'. Occasionally other responses may be required. 

The system shows the suitable method of statistics with procedure name of 

statistical packages (Osiris, SPSS and SAS). 

This system suggests not only statistical methods but also references, so 

user can know some books to learn in detail. And they prepared some glossary 

of terms used by the consultant in text file, then user can look up an unknown 

word in the suggestion. 

The Statistical Consultant is only the suggestion of statistical method with 

procedure name of package, not execute analysis. But this system requires 

a small personal computer with MS-DOS, so users refer in many fields, for 

example in laboratory, in classroom or beside mainframe terminal. 

2.5 Other Systems in COMPSTAT '90 

In 1990, COMPSTAT (the congress of the International Association for 

Statistical Computing) was held in Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia. There were some 

pu blications about statistical expert. 

Van den Berg and Visser (1990) discussed the design of computerized sup

port in statistics. They noticed that the individual differences between the 

ideas of experts on statistical consultation and on the application of analysis 

methods are so large. They held two empirical studies, and got some results. 

In the first exploratory investigation, they asked twenty expert statisticians 

wi th which analysis methods they were familiar and how they chose between 

these n1ethods. From this study they gained knowledge about the concepts and 

reasoning that are applied during statistical consultation. In the next study, 

they examined the similarities and differences the same statisticians perceive 

among analysis methods. This produced a representation of methods, called 

a 'n1ethod catalog', for each expert. Subsequently, the method catalogs of all 

experts have been compared. The comparison of the results of the two studies 

leads to the consultation that the representation of the problem during sta

tistical consultation differs from the representation of the solution in terms of 

the analysis Inethod to be applied. 

This research is important to construct the knowledge base in computer 

system. The consultation system is the design to simulate the actual human 
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expert , so, we must learn the structure of knowledge database. 

Gebhardt (1990) introduced EXPLORA. This system cannot suggest any 

statistical method or analysis. The goal of EXPLORA is to analyze large 

data sets and to extract interesting results displaying them in a textual form. 

This technique includes the machine learning. We will apply this technique 

to collect the statistical knowledge in the dialogue between an expert and an 

analyst. 

There are some expert systems to treat the specified application regions. 

Young Tung (1990) made an expert system. This system is designed to help 

analysts in the pharmaceutical field validate an assay via model fitting and 

residual analysis. The tool of this system is the hypertext and computer pack

ages. Darius, Duchateau and Nys (1990) introduced DAEDALUS. This sys

tem treats the statistical n1anagement of experirnental data. The statistical 

analysis engine of this system is SAS and the inference engine of statistical 

strategy is TAXSY. The rule bases described by TAXSY are handled SAS 

datasets. Dorda, Froeschl and Grossmann (1990) introduced WAMASTEX. 

This system focuses at the statistical needs of clinical physicians working and 

researching in hospital departments. WAMASTE:X is entirely integrated into 

also the SAS package by that system's macro language facilities. They validate 

this system by comparison between the judgement of system and experts in 

some empirical studies. 
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3. Nature of Statistics 
3.1 Process of a Data Analysis 

We show the process of data analysis and the technique, as the knowl

edge from our experience in such process. Also we discuss the possibilities to 

incorporate them in a system. 

In the case of usual data analysis, we perform. the following steps (Figure 

3.1 shows the flow of these process). It is important to consider the building 

of an expert system. 

1) Data input: 

The analysts bring the values of their observation from various fields. They 

input these data from keyboard and makes some files in computers. Someone 

orders these tasks to the punch-in service company. 

2) Data check: 

The raw data includes many errors by the nlistake of the observer , the 

miss-punch, the careless-miss and so on. We check these mistakes using some 

tools. And if we find it, we go back to the original data sheets and conform it. 

In this process the frequency table is the powerful tool. It can get the counts 

of each item, and we can check logical mistakes or SOlne errors. Sometime we 

find unexpected value as 'outlier'. 

Methods : Frequency table, Histogram, Cross tabulation. 

3) Simple summary for each variable: 

We grasp the whole outline of each variable at the first. We want to know 

minimum and maximum value, range, mean, median, shape of distribution 

and so on. These informations tell us the characteristics of the data. 

Methods : Basic statistics, Cross tabulation, Frequency table, Histogram, 

Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA). 

4) Relation between two variables : 

We grasp the simple relation between two variables. In lower dimension 

such as two, we can display the data form on graphical outputs. It is easy to 

catch the characteristics of the data. 

Methods: Sinlple regression line, Scattergram, Scatter plot matrix. 
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5) Modeling : 

We consider the theory in the previous study of this research fields, and 

build the structure of the data as the statistical rnodel. This step is the coop

erated procedure with statisticians and analysts. 

6) Data selection: 

We select appropriate data for our purpose. We pick up some variables or 

cases from whole data set to fitting the statistical models. 

Methods: Variable selection, Case selection. 

7) Analysis : 

We decide appropriate statistical analysis according to our purpose and 

data type. Usually, we calculate this procedure using some statistical program 

package (SPP), for example SAS, SPSS, BMDP, S or Seto/B. 

Methods: Multivariate analysis, Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA), 

Statistical methods. 

8) Interpretation of results: 

We interpret the results based on background, and consider the relation 

between the statistical result and the actual worlld. If we find any mistrust , 

we check the stabilities of results or the sensitivity of data. 

9) Data transfonnation : 

We check the satisfaction of statistical assurnption. If it is violated, we 

eliminate problems by the transformation or deletion of cases. And after these 

conversions, we go back to forward step. 

Methods : Power transformation, Delete outlier case. 

We analyze data in these steps backward and forward mutually. For each 

step we need operations to give commands to the statistical software. There

fore, we need an expert system for each process . 

The knowledge and experience possible to incorporate in system n1ay in

clude decisions based on values of statistics, and advice to users expressed in 

brief sentences. The decisions are written in knowledge expressions such as 'IF 

THEN' production rules. But all decisions should not be done automatically 
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by the system. It is better that the system gives only cautions and information 

helpful for the user to decide. The reasons are that the decision usually has a 

relationshi p with background and that it is dangerOlus to decide using only the 

knowledge easy to incorporate. From the above discussion, it is appropriate 

for the system to indicate the following information. 

1) Results of decisions by the system. 

2) Information to understand the results. 

3) Information to conclude the results. 

4) Information to decide in the case that the system cannot make 

any decision. 

~------~> SPP 

Simple summary for each variable Spp 

Relation between two variable~~---~> SPP 

Spp 

~------~> SPP 

Interpretation of results 

~-----4> SPP 

Figure 3.1. Process of a data analysis 
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3.2 Relation between Statistical Theory and Computer 
The computer power is growing rapidly, we can execute many calculations 

or complicated analysis, for example exploratory data analysis (EDA), inter

active dynamic graphics, simulation and so on. 

The statisticians develop some statistical theories in their research. Ten 

years ago, if they want to practice a theory on the computer, they have written 

it's programs in FORTRAN or BASIC language. It is the area of computer 

science, another work from statistics, so it is difficult for the pure statisticians. 

But now, some statistical software packages have the effective facility called 

matrix language like SAS /IML or S. The expression of formulas in these sys

tems is similar to mathematics one, not necessary to use DO-loop in FOR

TRAN. It is easy to program for statisticians, so they can confirm their theo

ries on computer easily. And the analysts can apply the new theory to their 

data. 

At the present, many users of statistical packages demand an expert system 

for these software programs. They know each statistical method not so well, 

they cannot distinguish it according to the statistical conditions. 

In the above discussion, there are many various statistical programs in 

the world. Therefore, an expert system is useful to switch these methods or 

programs like a police officer on the crossing. 
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4. Knowledge Representation 

4.1 Knowledge Representational Models 

The research of Artificial Intelligence( AI) airns to simulate the actual 

human behaviors on the computer. These action bases on the knowledge 

database. There are roughly two regions of study. One is the store of knowledge 

and the other is the derivation one from all. The efticiency of knowledge usage 

depends upon the structure of knowledge representation. The expert system 

is the product of AI study. It includes the knowledge of human experts, and 

offers them according to the demands of non-experts. 

There are many models for the knowledge representation, and each of them 

has the intrinsic feature. We introduce the basic concept of some knowledge 

representational models. 

1) Production rule model 

This model is composed of 'IF-THEN' rules. The execution based on it is 

the repetition of the selection and the evaluation of rules. Each action occurs 

the reference of knowledge database called 'pattern matching'. Therefore, the 

knowledge increasing brings to the dilation of inference speed. But these rules 

are easy to describe and to modify them. If the silze of system is small , this 

model is effective. And there are some improved manner for the big system. 

2) Frame base model 

This model was developed to describe the psychological phenomenon of 

human remembrance or recognition. The 'frame' is the representative structure 

of a conceptual objects. One frame includes some 'slot'. Each slot has one 

information about the frame and points other frame by a link. The lower 

frame represents more detail information of an object. A set of whole frame 

with slots has one system of knowledge. Because of the feature of this model 

is the rich represent ability and flexibility, this model is widely practical uses. 

3) Semantic network model 

This model is an effective model for the hierarchical knowledge. It com

poses with nodes and links, and the former represents for conceptual objects, 

the latter for relations between nodes. And one whole network has one systen1 

of knowledge. We discuss the semantic network model fully in the next section. 
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4) Logic base model 

This model is composed of atomic formula' that described a fact between 

two objects. A set of atomic formula is called 'predicate'. The form of atomic 

formula is similar to natural language. And this model represents the strict 

definition and can derive the strict inference. 

4.2 Semantic Network Model 

In Artificial Intelligence (AI), there are many kinds of studies about ac

quirement, storing and deriving the knowledge to simulate the human judg

ment. 

We introduce some models for the knowledge representation in the previous 

chapter. Quillian (1969) developed the semantic network model to apply the 

understanding means of language, called 'Teachablle Language Comprehender' . 

This study aims to describe the remembrance of long term in the psychological 

region. He used the network for the relation between word concepts. 

The semantic network model is an effective lnodel for the hierarchical 

knowledge. This model composes with nodes and links, the former for ob

jects, the latter for relations between nodes. The upper node inherits the 

integrated concept belonging to it. And one whole network has one system of 

knowledge. 

There are some applications based on this model. SCHOLAR (Carbonell 

(1970)) is a CAl (Computer Assisted Instruction) system about geography of 

South America. It can converse with computer and student interactively using 

natural language. CASNET (Weiss, Kulikowski, Amarel and Safir (1978)) is a 

diagnostic system of glaucoma. They use the causal network with nodes for the 

state of disease, link for causal of it. TORUS (R~ousspoulos and Mylopoulos 

(1975)) is a database management system of understanding meanings. It links 

concept and actual event. 

If we design a system based on semantic network model, it is righteous to 

make good use of the advantage of it. We think that the more important point 

is to grasp the defect, and we build up the system without it. Because each 

representational model has both merits and demerits. 

The semantic network model is simple to understand, and flexible to edit-
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ing knowledge. The feature of this model is below (Figure 4.1 shows an example 

of semantic network). 

1) the semantic network composes with nodes and links. 

2) one node expresses an object. 

3) one link has a semantic label that expresses the relation of both side nodes. 

4) one series of links between two nodes represents the relation of two nodes. 

5) Advantage 

5a) available for definite relation. 

5b) hierarchical structure. 

5c) easy to understand. 

5d) easy to modify and to add new nodes and links. 

6) Defect 

6a) difficult to use in con1plex problems. 

6b) impossible to denote all relation at the first point. 

6c) much retrieval tin1e in a large network. 

6d) propriety of result of reasoning. 

SUBC:SubClass 
PROP: Property 
INST: Instance 
LIKES:Likes 

'--_---I..---PR-oy black I 

Figure 4.1. A example of semantic network 
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5. Seto/B - Statistical Analysis Software 

We published a series of books about statistical methods titled 'Handbook 

of Statistical Analysis with Programs for Personal Computers (PHB)'. These 

books treat wide statistical methods with each BASIC language program. 

After these publishing, many readers requested the programs of data file 

handling version. Therefore, we developed a new statistical software program 

which we named Seto/B that makes good use of personal computers. It in

cludes more than 50 statistical methods, from introductory to advanced, with 

graphical outputs and 8 powerful utilities for treating the data file. 

5.1 Design of Seto/B 

The series of PHB integrates the theories, programs of BASIC language 

and analysis examples concerning with many statistical analysis methods . The 

aims of these books are the diffusion and the reference of statistical methods in 

many applicable fields . The readers can learn not only statistical theories but 

also numerical experiments using included prograrns. Sometimes, program

mers of statistics refer to them, and researches use to analyze the data sets of 

their study. 

The way of getting data sets to a program is used READ-DATA statement 

of BASIC language in PHB. The data values are placed on a part of the 

program statement. If the user wants to change a value or a data set, he 

lnodifies it by a program editor from his keyboard. He can look the program 

and the data value at the same time. It is convenient for the education, but 

the user of data analysts is worry about these procedures. And the facility of 

data transformation is not support, then users calculate each transformation 

for example logarithm, power and etc. by their calculators . 

So, we solve above situation, we developed an interactive environment 

for statistics which we named Seto/B. Most of the statistical methods are 

brought from PHB, but some methods for statistical graphics are made . We 

improved them for the interactive environment. Seto/B includes wide methods 

of statistical data analysis, and can be used for both the confirmatory and the 

exploratory data analyses. 

And this system handles the data files in computers, the analysts can apply 
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one data file to many statistical methods with no change. We developed sonle 

getting routines of data from files newly. They have some facilities of the error 

recovery, the history of used file name and so on. 

The features of Seto /B are as follows: 

(1 )Menu driven systenl 

There are two methods to control programs. One is the command driven 

system, and the other is the menu driven system. VIe intend to progress anal

yses with interactive style. The former needs its naanual in hand. Therefore, 

we took the menu driven system. The users select one method from menu, 

can execute their statistical analysis quickly and be productive right from the 

start interactively. 

(2)Portability 

Many personal computers involve BASIC language interpreter. Therefore, 

we can use BASIC easily. All parts of Seto/B is described by Microsoft BASIC. 

And if users want to use Seto/B on a personal computer, they may modify 

only the module that depends on its hardware. 

(3)Construction with common modules 

Seto/B is constructed with many common rnodules - each module has 

one facility - such as graphical output, matrices computation, computation of 

probability distributions, data input/output, etc. Then the design gains more 

maintenablility. 

( 4)Extensibility 

Seto/B is a set of complete programs. If users have the knowledge of 

statistics and BASIC language, they can modify and extend methods to Seto /B 

easily, because of source programs are released for users. 

(5)Support of graphic functions 

It is very useful for understanding the results of analyses to display by 

not only numerical values but graphs. Many personal computers have graphic 

functions on the display device. Seto/B makes good use of this function. 

Especially, the module of the scatter plot has many display options, so various 

styles of the scatter plot are available . And the graphic module uses basic 

commands to draw graphic outputs, then it is easy to modify for the plotting 

device. 
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(6)Data management utilities 

We often need the functions of data managelnent in analyses process, for 

example data entry, modify, transformation, selection and so on. Seto /B pro

vides several utilities for treating data file. Adding the system has the some 

converters from/to system file from application programs ( dBASE, MULTI

PLAN, Lotus, etc. ), users bring in data from these systems. 

The development of Seto/B is performed on the personal computers PC-

9801 series (NEC). But we use only primitive c01nmands of BASIC language, 

it is not difficult to implement into other computers. 

5.2 System Structure of Seto/B 
Seto /B composes of many statistical method programs and a supervisor. 

Each statistical method program is a complete program. It includes some 

routines dealing with data input/output, computation of statistics, graphic 

output and so on. The supervisor controls the analytical process. 

In this system, the supervisor is called in the first from the user, and it 

displays available statistical methods. The second we select one of them, then 

the supervisor calls its program and the control is turned over to it. The third 

the called one manages all of the statistical methods. The last the program 

calls back the supervisor. This procedure is progressed by interactive steps. 

5.3 Statistical Methods 
More than 50 statistical methods in Seto /B are classified into the follow

ing 5 groups. Most of the statistical methods are brought from PHB , but 

some illethods are developed newly. This system includes from introductory 

to advanced methods with graphical outputs, therefore, Seto/B is applicable 

to manifold data analysis fields. ( Available statistical methods and utilities 

in Seto/B are shown in table 5.1. ) 

(1 ) Simple statistics 

(2) Graphical methods 

(3) Estimation and testing methods 

(4) Non-parametric nlethods 

(5) Multivariate statistical analysis 
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5.4 Data Management Utilities 
We prepared 8 utilities for treating data files, so you can enter and access 

data easily. The facilities of utilities are as follows. 

(1) Data entry and editing 

(2) Case and variable merge of system file 

(3) Transpose system file 

(4) Data transformation and ·selection 

(5) Converter to system file from data statement 

(6) Converter to system file from text file 

(7) Converter to system file from other system file 

(8) Converter from system file to other system file 

Seto/B interfaces with standard ASCII text file, dBASE II/III, MUL

TIPLAN, Lotus 1-2-3, etc., then you can use Seto/B with other application 

programs mutually. For example, an analyst manages the data of his ex

periment in a data-base software. If he wants to summarize them by some 

statistical methods, then he brings the data to Seto /B using above converter, 

and analyzes some methods. After this, he gets the results not only on printer 

output but also in text file of computer. He can process it to a report, easily. 

In particular, the 'Data transformation and selection' utility has some 

convenient commands to change values using functional transformation, to 

select observations and to create new variables frorn existing ones. These conl

Inands like BASIC language. And users can use the special variables called 

'system variable' and 'global variable'. These are useful for calculating lags 

between observations and storing temporary values. Or one of system vari

able treats the missing values in our system, also users can define missing 

observations. 

These utilities are powerful for the managernent of statistical data sets, 

therefore, users carry out various statistical analyses with some variable trans

fornlation without other programs. 
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5.5 Discussion 
Seto/B is an interactive statistical software for personal computer including 

comprehensive statistical methods. This is easy and convenient to use , and 

designed not only for beginners, but also for senior statisticians. Users need 

little knowledge of computers. If they have the knowledge of statistics and 

BASIC, they can modify and extend methods to Seto/B easily, because of 

source programs are exhibited for users. 

And we have been offering the information of Seto/ B ( new facilities, cor

rections, bugs, etc. ) by news letters and some computer networks ( Bulletin 

Board Systems(BBS) ) for the supports after release. 

Table 5.1. The functions and contents of Set o /B 

(0) Main menu 

Seto/ B - Statistical software for personal cOInputer -

Sim pIe satistics 

Graphical methods 

Test and estimation 

Nonparametric test 

Multivariate analysis 

Utilities 

Environment variables set 

MS-DOS Command 

End ( return to BASIC system) 
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Table 5.1. (Contin1l1ed) 

(1) Simple statistics 

BSTAT Basic statistics 

BOX 

SREG 

RCOR 

Box and whisker chart 

Scattergram and regression line 

Spearman's and Kendall's rank correlations 

SMOOTH Smoothing 

CROSS Crosstabulation 

CROSS3D Crosstabulation with 3D_block chart 

AGGREG Aggregation 

SCAT Scatter plot 

SCATMAT Scatter plot matrix 

MSCAT Multiple Scatter plot 

(2) Graphical methods 

SCAT Scatter plot 

SCATMAT Scatter plot matrix 

MSCAT Multiple Scatter plot 

CROSS3D Crosstabulation with 3D_block chart 

RADAR 

ANDRE 

CONSTE 

MFACE 

LVECT 

PQnq 

PQnlul 

Radar chart 

Andrews' plot 

Constellation graph 

Face graph 

Linked vector graph 

Probability plot ( Normal) 

Probability plot ( Multivariate normal) 
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Table 5.1. (Continlued) 

(3) Estimation and testing methods 

ESTEST Estimation and testing for mean and variance 

TMEAND Test for equality between two means 

TFIT Test of Fit 

TINDEP Test of Independence in a Contingency Table 

(4) Nonparametric test 

WILCOX Wilcoxon Test 

MANNWH Mann-Whitney Test 

MEDIAN Median Test 

WAERDE van der Waerden Test 

SIGN Sign Test 

SWILCO Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test 

SPEARM Spearman's Rank Correlation Test 

KENDAL Kendall's Rank Correlation Test 

KRUSK Kruskal-Wallis Test 

JONCKH J onckheere Test 

K-MULT k-Multiple Chart Test 

FRIEDM Friedman Test 

PAGE Page Test 

CON COR Concordance Test 
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Table 5.1. (Continued) 

(5) Multivariate statistical analysis 

MREG I M ul ti pIe regression analysis 

MREG Multiple regression analysis with variable selection 

& regression diagnostics 

DISCI2 Linear discriminant analysis 

& quadratic discriminant analysis ( Two groups) 

DISC34 Linear discriminant analysis with variable selection 

& canonical discriminant analysis ( Several groups ) 

PCA Principal component analysis 

CANCOR Canonical correlation analysis 

FACTOR Factor analysis 

CL UST Cluster analysis 

ASSOC Association measures of contingency table 

QUANTI Hayashi's first method of quantification 

Q U ANT2 Hayashi's second method of quantification 

Q U ANT3 Hayashi's third method of quantification 

QUANT4 Hayashi 's fourth method of quantification 

PCOORD Principal co-ordinates analysis 

BIPLOT Biplot 

(6) Utilities 

Input/Edit Data entry and editing 

Merge Case & variable merge of system file 

Transpose Transpose system file 

Transformation / Selection 

Data transformation and selection 

Convert I Converter to systenl file from data statement 

Convert 2 Converter to system file from text file 

1m port Converter to system file from other system file 

Export Converter from system file to other system file 
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6. A New Consultation System for Statistical Analysis 
6.1 Statistical Strategy Map 

When a statistician analyses a dataset, he advances it using his techniques 

of data analysis. We observe these analysis process, and we find that the 

statistician traces the analysis techniques based on the experience in his mind. 

There are composed of many conditions and methods about statistics mutu

ally. He judged each conditions or states of the dataset, and reached to select 

one appropriate statistical method finally. These conditions and methods are 

placed like stems and leaves of a tree in his knowledge. The 'turning-point' of 

tree is the condition and the 'leaf' is the statistical method. 

From these discussions, we think of an idea that we can management the 

statistical knowledge on the hierarchical structure. We collect the relation be

tween conditions and methods about statistical analysis in our experience, and 

place this knowledge on the hierarchical structure as the statistical knowledge 

base. 

To create the knowledge base with respect to the selection of a statistical 

method, we investigated relations between purposes of analyses , type of data 

and methods of statistical analyses from the viewpoint of Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1. Purposes of analyses and type of data 

Purposes of analysis : 

Estimation / Test 

Graphical representation 

Prediction 

Explanation 

Creating an index value 

Visualizing a relation between items 

Classification 

Latent structures 

Type of data : 

Continuous variable 

Discrete variable (Item category) 

One variable / Two variables / ~t1any variables 
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There are some classifications of statistical analysis methods. We classify 

many methods into the purposes of analysis at the first point. The reason 

using this classification is the same process of statistical consultation in our 

experience. The statisticians derive from the clients that the background of 

experiments, the purpose of analysis, the using method of previous researches 

and so on. Many statisticians grasp the methods of analysis by the purpose, 

then they ask 'What do you want to do on your dataset ?' in the first question. 

The following questions include the type of data and the field of research. 

Therefore, this classification is the very natural both for statisticians and for 

beginners. 

The feature of this classification is that the height of the created tree is low 

and the tree has wide stems. This means that the tree is composed of lllany 

short stems. The condition of methods is placed on each edge of stems and 

users judge it each time. So the short stems are the fewer number of judgements 

to reach the appropriate method. If the number of turning-points is same, the 

tree with the wide and short stems is more suitable for the searching time than 

the thin and long one. 

The knowledge of statistics compose many definite relations, for example 

normality assumption, type of data assumption and so on. And each COlllpO

nent has connections with a hierarchical structure mutually. 

We constructed the knowledge base like a tree structure named 'statistical 

strategy map' (Figure 6.1 is a part of it.). The user starts the top of node and 

he traces one of items or conditions in the map. N[ost statistical methods have 

some assumptions, so we recommend one method with some programs about 

checking assumptions. Finally, he gets one appropriate statistical method with 

some checking items. 

We require the flexibility of the statistical strategy lllap. Because, the 

statistical technique is growing rapidly. If an imlproved method appears, we 

change quickly the strategy map of the related segment. Another reason of 

flexibility is that statisticians has each process of statistical analysis on one 

same data. Therefore, one of important points to construct a statistical strat

egy is easy to modify. 
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6.2 Apply to a Statistical Consultati.on System based on 
Semantic Network Model 

We introduced some models for the knowledge representation in Chapter 

4, and notice that the structure of the semantic network is similar to the 

statistical strategy map. 

From these discussions, we propose a statistical consultation system of the 

method selection based on the semantic network model. This work realizes 

the statistical strategy map on the computer. "'·le collect a lot of statistical 

knowledge and many programs, and put them on a semantic network. We 

assign the 'nodes' of semantic network model to the condition, the dictionary 

and the program of strategy map, and the 'links' to the selection, the referring 

and the execution, respectively. 

There are many consultation systems for statistics (see Chapter 2). Some 

of them aim to only regression analysis or only experimental data. Nothing 

treats about the method selection without ours . The main reason is that 

regression analysis is well known and researched. Or it is most frequently to 

apply to real field. However many beginners of data analysts cannot decide 

or select one appropriate statistical method. Therefore, the developn1ent of 

a consultation system that can provide knowledge of data analyses is eagerly 

desired by many users. The system is designed for data analysts and students 

without statistical knowledge or experience. 

The important facility of this system is the modifiability of knowledge. 

Because the statistical methods are growing rapidly. Another reason is that 

each statistician have his own technique or process of statistical analysis on 

one same data. Therefore, we require the flexible structure of strategy in 

the statistical consultation system. In this point, the strategy map inherits 

the advantage of semantic network model. This facility keeps the systen1 to 

include the newest statistical methods. 

On the other hand, we removed the defect of semantic network model. The 

structure of statistical strategy map contributes to exclude the defect. The 

statistical knowledge is defined clearly and not so complex. The retrieval time 

depends on the length of links, and our tree structure branches the wide stem, 

not so tall. Because we separate the purpose of analysis at the nearest point 
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of the root . It means that many methods are classified into many categories 

at the first point. Using this classification, the strategy map expands widely, 

and the retrieval time of the system is short. 

The other unique point is that our system can apply to various fields, be

cause it can manage wide and deep range of statistical methods. The reason 

that these general systems are not exist is necessary to build using the resource 

of not only knowledge but also programs of statistics. We have many oppor

tunities of data analysis and developed Seto/ B. Therefore, we are suitable to 

design this consultation system. 

The data analysts answers the question from the system, traces one path 

of strategy map and finally reaches one appropriate statistical method with 

some checking items. The system derives a statistical method to fit the user's 

purpose by means of a dialogue between the user and this system. He can 

advance an analysis safely in statistics. 
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7. Implementation and Example 
7.1 Implementation 

There are many tools to treat the semantic network. One of these software 

tools called 'hypertool' refers text files and prograrns mutually with links. 

We developed a consultation system for selecting statistical methods. This 

system linked the know ledge and the programs of statistics on hypertool, 

named 'SCSH(Statistical Consultation System based on Hypertool)'. We used 

'HyperLink' that is one of hypertool on MS-DOS distributed by MaxThink 

Inc. with many support utilities. 

We constructed SCSH with following steps. 

1) Collecting statistical knowledge 

We survey statistical methods, assumptions and conditions. 

2) Making strategy map 

We take relations among methods and assumptions as the statistical 

strategy map. 

3) Making text files of each knowledge as text file 

We write the documentation of knowledge:, branching condition, pre

sentations, and so on. 

4) Making statistical programs 

We developed a statistical software - Seto/B, so we have many sta

tistical programs and techniques about these software programs. We 

improve these resources to the system. 

5) Construction of consultation system on HyperLink 

We link among documents and programs above the strategy map. 

After these process, we construct SCSH. Only step 4 may be a little dif

ficulty for the non-programmer, but other steps are a good process for the 

integration of the statistical knowledge. 

If a user finds an additional knowledge, he can add it to the system follow

ing above process. Then the new knowledge is available and he can improve our 

system. Unfortunately, you cannot implement your knowledge, you contact us 

to request our assist. 

The system will ask to users a series of questions, starting with 'What 

purpose of analysis do you have?'. Responses to question lead to the partic-
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ular technique with some checking problems. Most of questions are phrased 

for yes/no responses or selecting one item from them. Finally the system rec

ommends an appropriate analysis method or recommends a next process. At 

present, the system has more than 60 knowledge and about 30 methods of 

statistics. 

Other feature of HyperLink is the style of distribution freely with some 

limitation. We buy HyperLink and make an application on HyperLink. In 

this case, we may distribute our application with HyperLink. But received user 

must not make another application on this HyperLink, he can use HyperLink 

as only engine of our application. These terms are very useful for our purpose. 

Because it is impossible to collect all knowledge at the start point, so we should 

get many users of our system in the various applied fields. We distribute SCSH 

to many researchers and hope some feedbacks of statistical knowledge. 

7.2 Usage 

The system is easy to use. Because some questions from the system are 

required file name or variable name as key-input, but most of questions are 

yes/no responses or selecting one item among therIl. These sequential questions 

and answers lead to the particular technique with some checking problems. 

SCSH uses some environment variables of MS-DOS. The user sets these 

variables to a value of his system. The reason of this setting is that we prede

termined our system to the multiple drive and directory system. The volume 

of all files in statistical knowledge, programs and dictionary is very large, so 

the combined management makes troubles. We separate each group in each 

drive or directory. Table 7.1 shows them and our values for example. 

Table 7.1. Environment variables of SCSH 

STATAIPROG=a:\ Drive and path of statistical programs. 

We place these program 

in root directory of drive A:. 

DICTIONARY=\stat.dic Drive and path of help dictionary. 

It explains technical terms and lllethods. 

Many users are set 'stat.dic' (we prepared), 
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if you use personal dictionary, please set it. 

EDITOR==e:\mi Drive and path of Editor. 

Set your favori te editor. 

We set Mifes(MEGASOFT Corp.) in drive E:. 

N88BAS==h:\ Drive and path of N88BASIC interpreter(NEC). 

Some programs require this interpreter. 

After environment setting, You change SCSH directory by 'cd( chdir)' com-

mand and hit 'SCSH' to start our system. Also, we prepare a sample batch 

file to set environments and execute our system. 

7.3 Example 

We illustrate an example using 'Cost of construct of nuclear power plants' 

data from Cox and Snell(1981, page 81). The user has the data set and the 

purpose of analysis i.e., 'Cost( C) explained by Date construction permit is

sued(D), Power plant net capacity(S) and Partial Turnkey plant(PT)'. 

At the first display, we show the usage, getting file name and entrance the 

system(Fig.7.1). Users can move a cursor at only '( )'mark, and select one of 

these places. Next the system asks the user's purpose of the analysis(Fig.7.2). 

There are general purposes (8 items at present) based on wide methods from 

testing one variable to multivariate analysis. In this example user selects first 

item. For this purpose, we prepare 4 combinations of data type(Fig.7.3). In 

this case all of variables (independent and dependent) are quantity variables, 

so, select first item again . 

Then the system recommends multiple regression analysis as an appro

priate method with some checking problems(Fig.7.4). We think that the one 

group of a statistical method and some checkings leads to the right analysis 

based on statistics. So, before the execution of regression analysis, we check 

the skewness of variables . It is one of pre-checkings(Fig. 7.5). The variable C 

skews to left, we recommend to transform by logarithmic function(Fig .7.6). If 

user wants to apply this tr ansformation, the system transforms the data and 

assigns a new variable named Log_C (user named). After these pre-checkings, 

we executed regression analysis(Fig.7.7). The system outputs not only regres

sion equation but also some significant tests. Many users finished at this point 
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without post-checkings of assumption. But we hope to take these process, so 

our system prepares these items, for example, normality of residual(Fig. 7 .8) 

and outlier(Fig.7.9). 

This example shows that our system consults not only a statistical method 

(multiple regression analysis) but also pre/post-checkings (skewness, normal

ity, outlier, etc.). 

Other feature of the systen1 is that users can execute statistical methods 

only with no checking. Because many checkings are troublesome operations 

for statisticians, but beginners need many advices and checkings. So, users 

select with or without checking adjusting the level of his statistical knowledge . 

Welcome to our consultation system for statistics 

Do you hesitate to select a statistical method, when you analyze 
your data ? 

The system derives a statistical method fitting your purpose 
from a dialogue between you and this system., 

Please answer the following questions. You can move cursor by 
up or down arrow key, and hit return key to select one item. 

Input data file name<DOS filename> 

Let's start our consultation<tOO> 
Help=<hstart> 

If you want to know more detail, you can select help item, 
and <DOS diet> is referring dictionary. 

Figure 7.1. 
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Select your purpose<hOO> 
Dictionary = <DOS diet> 

• Prediction one variable by other variables<taOl > 
<haOl > 

• Summarizing many variables to few factors<ta02> 
<ha02> 

• Clustering by variable relations<ta03 > 
<ha03> 

• Grouping by similar cases<ta04> 
<ha04> 

• Latent structure between variables<ta05> 
<ha05 > 

• Testing average or variance of variables<t07> 
<h07> 

• Testing difference between some groUlps<t06> 
<h06> 

• Graphical presentation of data<t08> 
<h08> 

Figure 7.2. 
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Prediction one variable by other variables<haOI> 

Dictionary = <DOS diet> 

• There are some methods for this purpose according to 
data type of independent and dependent variables 

• Which type is your data ? 

Independent Dependent Method 
variable variable IHelp 

--------------------------- - ----t---------------
Quantity Quantity I <tOI-I-I > 

I <hOI-I-I> 
--------- -------------- - ------t---------------

Quantity Quality I <tOI-I-2> 
I <hOI-I-2> 

------------- -------------- ---+---------------
Quality Quantity I <tOI-2-1> 

I <hOl-2-1> 
------- - --- - ----------- -------t---------------

Quality Quality I <tOl-2-2> 
I <hOl-2-2> 

Figure 7.3. 
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Appropriate method 

We recommend you to use multiple regression analysis. 

But you must check the following assumptions for this analysis. 

• Pre checkings<tregl-l > 
<hregl - l> 

• Execution of regression analysis<DOS mreg> 
<hregl-2> 

• Post checkings<tregl-3> 
<hregl-3> 

Figure 7.4. 

Checkings before regression analysis<hregl - l> 
=========================== == ======= Dictionary = <DOS dict> 

You must check the following conditions before regression analysis. 

• Negative weight<DOS nweight> 
<hnweight> 

• Missing values<DOS miss> 
<hmiss> 

• Checking list of the independent variable<tregl-l-. 3> 
<hregl-l-.3> 

• Checking list of the dependent variable<tregl-l-.4> 
<hregl-l-.4> 

• Multi -collinearity<DOS multico> 
<hmultico> 

Figure 7.5. 
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We recommend to transform this variable[C] by logarithmic function. 
Do you apply this transformation (yin) ? y 
Input new transformed variable name ? Lo~C 
Done. 

Figure 7.6. 
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===== Summary of analysis ===== 

Independent variable [Lo&-C] regressed on 
dependent variables [Lo&-D. S. PIJ. 
Regression equation is as follows. 

Lo&-C = -38.05 + 10.34 *(Lo&-D) + 0.000G3 *(S) -0.4608 *(PI) 

Multiple correlation coefficient = 0.82G8 

The test of regression analysis is significant. 
so these dependent variables [Lo&-D. S. PIJ are useful 
for the prediction. 

Each dependent variable is useful or not.. 

The test of the regression coefficient of the variable [lo&-DJ 
is significant. then the coefficient is not zero 
and this variable is useful for the prediction. 

The test of the regression coefficient of the variable [S] 
is significant. then the coefficient is not zero 
and this variable is useful for the prediction. 

The test of the regression coefficient of the variable [PTJ 
is significant. then the coefficient is not zero 
and this variable is useful for the prediction. 

Figure 7.7. 
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Variable [Residual] regards as normal distribution. 

Figure 7.8. 

Checking influential observations<hinflue> 
--------------------------------------- - -------------------------- Dictionary = <DOS diet> 

Leverage (Threshold value = .25) 
Following case nurnber(s) are influential observations. 

(value of Leverage) 
26 ( .338494 ) 

DFFITS (Threshold value = • 707107) 
Following case nurnber(s) are influential observations. 

(value of DFFITS) 
17 ( 1. 73923 ) 

Cook's distance (Threshold value = .807517) 
Influential observation could not find. 

There are some influential observations. 
Sometime these ,cases bring other result. 
Please check these cases in the original data set 
and pay attention to the result. 

Figure 7.9. 
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8. Evaluation of the System 
The system was used by some people experimentally. It is a convenient sys

tem as a whole. Each evaluation varies depending: on the personal experience 

in statistical packages. We examine it in detail. 

SCSH suggests to not only a beginner but also statisticians. And that it 

provides some selection of items for statistical tests and statistical knowledge 

in a hierarchical structure in order to understand easily for him. The process 

of data analysis contains many steps, from the check of data to the evaluation 

of results. A user may lose what he is doing and where he is in the process. To 

indicate the step in process, the system should give the information on what 

has been done up to this step and what will be done at next step. HyperLink 

provided these facilities, so the user knows his position in the strategy map at 

any time. 

If users return to before step of his process or he finds a mistake of itelTI 

selection, he can display his analysis path, and Inove back to a position by 

cursor quickly. 

This system is driven by the user, so he can bring to incorrect results by 

the mistake of item selection. We hope that users have not the spite. Someone 

thinks that it is a weak point of this system, but nobody makes a mistake 

intentionally and none of them gets benefit. You don't worry about it. 

Using HyperLink, our system has the flexibility of knowledge. It is impor

tant for the consultation system. Especially statistical technique is growing 

rapidly, or statisticians have each process of statistical analysis on one same 

data. So, one of important points to construct a statistical strategy is easy to 

modify. Our system realizes this nature. 

And each knowledge was management some text files in the system. It is 

a simple structure of computer files. So, anyone makes new text files by an 

editor, and add to the knowledge easily. 

This system consults a process and statistical methods with some sugges

tion, but if user wants to execute a method directly without pre and post 

testing. Because each checking is muggy for the well-known user and some 

user who views a result anyway conditions. So, this bypass process is provided 

for experts (statisticians). 
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As a related study there are some expert systerns in the world. The first is 

REX (Regression EXpert) discussed in Gale(1986). It guides the analysis pro

cess by testing assumptions of regression, suggesting possible transformation 

when assumptions are violated, and justifying of regressions when requested. 

The second is SjEXP by Ishibashi and Takeda(1990). The system incor

porates knowledge and experience of statistics, and is constructed on S system 

(Becker and Chambers(1984)). Users can see parameters, numerical results 

and related graphs at a time through multiple windows on screen. 

The last is RASS(Regression Analysis Supporting System) by Nakano, 

Yamamoto and Okada(1991). This system uses object oriented technique pro

grammed in Plorog language. The statistical knowledge in the system stores 

a hierarchical structure of knowledge class object . 

The aims of SCSH are quite similar to ones of these expert systems, but 

there are some differences among them. 

The major differences are that these 3 systems treated only regression anal

ysis. The main reason is that regression analysis is well known and researched. 

And it is most frequently to apply to real field. 

The second is flexibility with regard to the addition, 1110dification and im

provement of knowledge using 'hypertool'. These 3 systems are closed systems 

of knowledge, and difficult to modify it. There are included statistical knowl

edge in their system. We manage statistical knowledge, method program and 

inference engine, respectively. Then we reform each module. This facility 

keeps the system to include the newest statistical methods. 

Of course, the reverse of this flexibility exists . VVe suppose that the statis

ticians construct the knowledge base. Originally, a consultation system simu

lates human judgment based on storing information. The system cannot check 

the reliability of the knowledge. If an incorrect knowledge includes in the 

knowledge base, it is possible to lead to some wrong suggestions. Also in our 

system, the ignorance of statistics can modify the knowledge base, however it 

is dangerous to intrude the false knowledge into it . Therefore, the modification 

of knowledge base should be restricted to some researchers of statistics . 

And the third is environment of computers . You seem to that it is not so 

important, but it is influence to learning the knowledge. Many data analysts 
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use the small size computer like a personal computer not a main frame. Above 

mentioned systems run on work station and our system on personal computer. 

So, SCSH gets more large size of users than other systems. The User requests 

various technique in the various field, so many users lead much statistical 

knowledge. We can get many kinds of knowledge by many users. 

There are some points to improve the system. We wish to develop a system 

that covers as many statistical procedures as possible . At least it is impossible 

to collect all knowledge at the start point . We will grow up knowledge in our 

experience together. In the sense the present system is at an intermediate 

point of development . 

After incorporating the statistical term dictionary and knowledge of the 

system, we plan to support 'Why-facility'. At present, our system suggests 

statistical methods and checking assumption. But users cannot ask the reason 

of suggestions. We prepare the online help of statistical Inethods for this 

purpose. However, it is not solve his question perfectly. Then we schedule to 

make up this facility. 
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9. Conclusion 

Many kinds of statistical programs are available, but most of them require 

the knowledge and experience of statistics. In such a circumstance a beginner 

of statistical analysis usually meets troubles when he starts an analysis without 

any advisors. 

Over against these situations, we have realized a statistical consultation 

system based on hypertool named SCSH. This system assists users to select 

the statistical method with some additional informations or checking items 

about suggested analysis. It incorporates statistical knowledge and programs 

through our experience. 

To prepare this system, we proposed the statistical strategy map that is a 

tree structure with a lot of statistical knowledge and many programs. The user 

starts the top of node, traces one of items in each node, and finally he reaches 

one appropriate statistical method with some checking items. On the other 

hand, we notice that the structure of the semantic network model is similar 

to the statistical strategy map. This is a knowledge representational model 

researched in the Artificial Intelligence (AI). It is effective for the hierarchical 

structure and easy to lllodify. 

We combine these products, and implement strategy map on the Hyper

Link. It is a computer software tool of the realizing semantic network. SCSH 

refers the knowledge and the programs of statistics mutually with links. The 

user answers the question from the system sequentially, and traces one path of 

strategy map. Most of all statistical methods have some assumptions, so SCSH 

recommends one method with some programs about checking assumptions. He 

can advance an analysis safely in statistics. 

Other feature of SCSH is that users can execute statistical methods only 

with no checking. Because many checkings are troublesome operations for 

statisticians, but beginners need many advices and checkings. So, users se

lect with or without checking adjusting the level of his statistical knowledge. 

We prepare these two processes of analysis, SCSH is available not only for 

beginners but also for statisticians. 

The most important feature of this system is extensibility and has the 

advantage of adding/modifying statistical knowledge. Because the statistical 
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technique is growing rapidly. Another reason is that statisticians has each 

process of statistical analysis on one same data. These characteristics inherit 

from the semantic network model. 

We made SCSH on our experimental basis. In general, the consultation 

system cannot have all knowledge at the start point. So, we wish to improve 

the system using actual datasets or experiments. In the sense the present 

system is at an intermediate point of development. We always grow up the 

strategy map and feed back to the users. 

One method of the collecting knowledge is the taking dialogue between 

SCSH and users. We derive unimplemented or new statistical knowledge from 

them, and improve strategy map. In these considerations, we will release this 

system to many users, and we want to have many opportunities of getting 

knowledge. The contract of HyperLink that the distribution freely with some 

limitation contributes to our research. 

After improvement of the statistical term dictionary and knowledge of the 

system, we plan to support 'Why-facility' . At present, this system suggests 

statistical methods and checking assumption. But users cannot ask the reason 

of suggestions. We prepare the online help of statistical methods for this 

purpose. However , it is not solve his question perfectly. Then we schedule to 

make up this facility. 
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A. Appendix (Statistical Knowledg;e) 
We show a part of our statistical knowledge in the system of Japanese 

version. Each knowledge is managed some text fil es in t he system. It is a 

simple structure of computer fi les. So, anyone makes new text fi les by an 

editor as knowledge, and add to t he system easily. The file nalne is bracketed 

(' [ ]' symbol) in the following list. 

Users must prepare related statistical programs, dictionary of statistical 

terms and a kind of hypertool (we use HyperLink) except this knowledge . 

List A.I. A part of the Statistical Knowledge 

===== [startO. txtJ== === 

*!f~m*~fJ}S? c L,t:~, c(1)-¥~~~~? t:01~t '(1)iJ', t~t;.Ij: 
c?> ~ £it fufJ\? 

*~ATAIj:, c?>t~t:CX1~9Q.I:J:?l, m~fil3(t-]iJ'0, *!f~m*(1) 
-¥~~~7 F/~1 A9Qt,(1)-r90 

;:niJ":,, t, < ""JiJ,(1)wrp~~ L, £90 
It J I ~J *-~~?l;m3c,'!I,tJnQIjI3I:;fJ-')}v~~IJJ~it, 
I-J *-fJ\, IIJ9-/J *-~WL,lT~t'o 

~~QI:Ij: [-+ ] *-~W L, l < t':~t '0 
<CD ai> 
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List A.I. (Continued) 
=====[start. txt]= ==== 

-f(J)~, Mtfi§rt-J~rifJ~ '-r~'~ £1" 0 <tOO> 
Help=<hstart> 

~~~ 'iR.Bjh'J\~t:~ 'c ~ l:(;t ~*BA(J)~-3I:cY.>·Q,,)v/~lIlflHB ~ -rT~ ~ '0 

m~(J)M-iR.(~ <DOS diet> (J)plT~iHfR~-rT~~\) 

=====[hstartJ ===== 

============================================ m~(J)M* = <DOS diet> 

• cY.>fo:t:(J)~?"(t'QT-:9I:~~t:Mtfif;!~:7 ~'/~1 ~~£1" 0 
:'(J)t:6f)I:I~, T-:9 ~U~IJ ~t:, 'b ~ < (~twjf ~t:A1J{, 
c (J)t.;to: § rt-J-r-T -:9 ~t~a& ~ t:1J'~fJ.it -r 'b i?? £\~1J{cY.> ~ £ 1" 0 

• £t:, T-:9(J)ff~it~x xl:"'J~'"(twrp~~£9(J)-r-, 
cY.>fo:t:(J)T -:9 (:.g.? t:lj§ ~iHfu -r-T~ t '0 

• §rt-J~lj§~iHfR1"Q~.g.(:I~, :.nb(J)~-3(:cY.>Q, 
1 < > J (:f' ;l.~ c 1Ilf,50 (J)plTl: 7J - ') )v~~~~~ it"( 
IIJ:9-:;J *-~~~"(T~t'o (I-J *--'b~C:1lh~~~£1"0) 

• M*fo:tR.BA (")v/) ~lj§ fij(:m~ ~ £ ~ t:(J)-r-, ~~(: ~ "(T~ t '0 
:¥'.:l j (J)~(J)jj)C~1J{ 1 h J (J)'b (J)1J\, ")v/-r1" 0 

• ra~iI? t: ~, ")v/~~~h? t: ~ ~-r, 
rrIl:~ ~ t:t 'c ~ (~, 1-J *-~~ ~ -rT~ t, '0 

'll~(J)@riID1J{m~~n -r~ 'Q!I.g.1J\cY.> ~ £1"1J\, -f(J)±;.g.(:(~, 
1 uPJ 1 downJ 1 t J 1 ~ J *--r-.l. T(:~tjnt Q~1J(-r-~ £1" 0 

• @IiID:ti.l.(J) IdietJ l~m~.~tfJJJ1"Q'b(J)-r-~ro t.>1J'bfo:t'm~~~~o 

• of:' -r-, -~rt-J I:~ it b nQ Mtfi § rt-J ~9IJ* ~ ~E ~ t:o 
:.ni? (J)~1J'b, cY.>fo:t:(J)~ it(:.g.? t:§ rt-J~t~ ~ -rT~ t '0 
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List A.I. (Continued) 
=====[ tOO ]===== 

• l>QIJH3 ~ft!!U)IJi§ "('mBA L, t: ~, ~~U)~ft~7JlIJ L, t:t '<taOl > 
<haOl> 

• fl~OOU)IJi§~~ ~ ~~t 'IJi§"('ft~ (~*g) ~iiTmBA L,t:t '<ta02> 
<ha02> 

· t U)"¢:>IJi§ ~'u)~~I~~-jt '-c ~rt L, t:t '<ta03> 
<ha03> 

· ~tlt:t U)~z-~ £ c &)-C~"'JiJ'u).I~~rt L,t:t '<ta04> 
<ha04> 

• IJi§nflU)~~~*BA9 Q ~tLt: (~iiil~lJttL~t ,) ml§~~ ~ t:t '<ta05> 
<ha05> 

• 4Zi5]fti"¢:>~~~~~ L,t:t '<t07> 
<h07> 

• ~"'JiJ'U).U)~'I~~iJ'l>QiJ\~lt~ L,t:t '<t06> 
<h06> 

· T'- $' U).u~t!&)t:t '<t08> 
<h08> 

=== ==[hOO]===== 

[mBA] 

'l>~t:U)f,j?-ct'QT'-$'I~~L,t:Mffi~;!~:7 F/~1 ;AL,£90 

• ~U)t:&)I~I~t T'-$'~UJIJL,t:, t L,( IlmnTtGt:AiJ', 
cU)tttd7§(t-]"('T'-$'~t*lfQ L,t:iJ\~~Q~\~j~'l> ~ £90 

• -f~"(', -~(t-]I~~~l?tLQMffi§(t-]~9IJ*G~ Gt:o 
~tLl? U)~iJ'l?, l>~t:U)~ ~I~.g.? t: § (t-]~~ L, -CT~ t '0 
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List A.I. (Continued) 
=====[ta01J===== 

~QIJi§ ~ft!!(7)IJH3 "fmBA ~ t: V, ~fl(7)~f~~7J~ ~ t:L \<ha01 > 
==================================================:==== ~~(7)~m = < ~os diet > 

• ~QIJi§ ~ftf!(7)IJi§ "('mBA1" Q~I;:~tJtLQ~t/T~~!(;L 
~'"JtJ\~~~tL"(L '£1" 0 

• rmBA~tLQIJi§ J t r~BA1"QIJi§J (7)JIJJ:E91'·1(7)~h.g.tJ-ttI;:J:-:J"( 
f:(7):r - 91;:1I1 ~t:~m-f;!tJq~fo: ~ £1" 0 

• ~fo:t:tJ'~-:J"(L 'Q:r- 91;:.g.~1" Q 91'7'~ .r; • .rf(7)~tJ"?iKfu "f~~ L '0 

m~~tLQIJi§ m~1"QIJi§ I ~$/m~ 

===== [ha01J ===== 

I <t01 -1-1> 
I <h01 -1-1> 

I <tOl -1-2> 
I <hOl -1-2> 

I <tOl -2-1> 
I <hOl -2-1> 

I <tOl -2-2> 
I <hOl -2-2> 

~QIJi§~ftf!(7)IJi§"fiR.BA ~t: V, ~fl(7)~f~~7JIJ ~t:L' 
===================================================:=== ~~(7)~iR. = <DOS di et > 

·~QIJi§~ftf!(7)IJi§"fiR.~1"Q~.g., 
M~~ riR.BA~tLQlJl§J ttJ\ r1tt~~~J t, 
fl~~rm~1"QIJi§Jt~r~n~~Jt~~~ 
£t:, riR.BA1"QIJi§J (;:'"JL\"(, iT~L\:r-9tJq~0tLt:0, 
f:tL~.I;:, rmBA~tLQIJi§J ~7JIJ1" Q.t.> "fi! Qo 

• :r-9(7)91'7'(;:(;L J:EIrt-JI;:JIJJ:E~tLt: r-rt-JJ :r-9c. 
J:E't~rt-JI;:JIJJ:E~tLt: r~rt-JJ :r-9tJ'~Qo 
r mrt-JJ :r - 9 (7)f9IJ c. ~ "( (;1, r i*~J rrfnJ±J r T A ~ (7) ,~~J tJ, 
r~rt-JJ :r-9 (7)f9IJc. ~ "((;1 , r't~~IJJ r •• J r~~(7)f¥JiJ tJ'*'10tLQ o 

• ~J 1 : ritf-)v~'1(7)jfU§:J;IU~, ~Wrt-Jfo:i*1J~~~1" r.1JJ 
r ~~J r i*mJ "f~BA ~ J:: ? c. ~ t:~.g. , 
r*-)v~'1(7)jfU§:JntJ tJ, nR.BA~tLQIJi§J "f~ 1~, 
r.1JJ r ~~J ri*IJ tJ, r~BA1" QIJi§J "f~ ~50 

£t:;:(7)iI.g.(;1, r~BA~tLQlJl§J rmBA1"QlJlI3J ~l;:, 
r.rt-JJ I;:UJIJ~tLt::r-9"f~Qo 

• f9IJ 2 : rT vc.~(7)tJiIi$J~, r.*H(7)~~J r1N~~rB~*J 
"fmBA ~J:? c. ~t:~.g., 
rTVC.~(7)tJl~$J tJ, rmBA~tLQIJi§ J "f~I~, 
r.~(7)~~J r1Nz~ra~* J tJ, nR. BA 1" QIJi§J -C:-~Q o 

£t:;:(7)±I.g.I;1, rmBA~tLQIJi§J tJ, r rt-JJ l;:imlIJ~tLt: 
r~BA1" QIJi§J tJ, rwrt-JJ I;:UJIJ~tLt::r- 9"f,5Q o 
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List A.I. (Continlled) 
=====[ta02]= ==== 

========================================================== 

~(r.]£*fJ\~~ <ta02-1 > 
<ha02-1> 

~(r.]£*fJ\~~ '<ta02-2> 
<ha02-2> 

=====[ta03]===== 

====================================== 

'b (7)~Il§ ra'(7)~~fJ\ 
~iH~lli "t:JIJ)i: ~ tL -r ~ ,~ < t03 -1 > 

<ha3-1> 

IH~lJl"t:JIJ)i:~tL -r~ ,t~~ '<t03-2> 
<ha3-1> 

=====[ ta04] ===== 

lfJ\ loh i"(7)wjl;:T'-9 (7)7 I';) 7 ~ff?$~fS~(t) l £9" 0 

77 A 9-,HIT~0?WJ(7)7 I';) 7Il§ <test1--1 > 
<hest1 -1> 

77 A 9-,Hfi~fT? <DOS elust> 
<hestl-2> 

£ t:, 77 A 9-1ttfi~rJ? t:~1:7 I';) 79" ~$~fi'b~ ~ £9" 0 

77 A 9 -1ttfi~fi? t:~(7) 7 I ';) 7 Il§ < test:1-3> 
<hestl-3> 
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<DOS d i en 



List A.I. (Continued) 
=====[ta05 ]===== 

------------------------------------

L,b\L" -f(J)MI;:T-9(J)f- I ':1 ?~fi?~Ei.l,cVJL,£1"o 
~T,Hfi~fi?M(J)f-I ':1 ?IJi§<tfacl -l> 

~T?ttJT~rr? <OOS factor> 
<hfacl-2> 

<hfacl-l> 

£ t:, ~T?ttJT~rr 'J t:~I;: f- I ':1 ? 1".Q $m t ~ ~ £ 1" 0 
~T?ttJT~rr'J t:~(J)7 I ':1 ?IJi§ <tfacl-3> 

<hfacl-3> 

=====[tOl-l-l]===== 

L,b\ L" -f(J)MI;:T-9 (J)f- I ':1 ? ~rr?~E.l1.> L, £1" 0 
@]~?ttJT~fi? M(J)f- I ':1 ? IJi§ <tregl-l > 

@]~ijl?ttJT~fi? <OOS mreg> 
<hregl -2> 

<hregl-l> 

£t:, @]~ijl?ttJT~fi'J t:~I;:f- I ':1 ?1".Q$mt~ L) £1"0 
@]~?ttJT~fi'J t:~(J)f- I ':1 ?IJi § <t regl-3> 

<hregl-3> 
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List A.I. (Continued) 
=====[ h01-1 -1J===== 

FfU!(7)~m = <DOS d i en 

[tR,BAJ 

• iR.BA~ fl,QIf§ tiR.BA1" Q1IH3 t~l:m~I:J1IJ:~~fl, -rt \Q~.g.o 
• f9tJ;t(i, r*'-)lt~r1(7)jfU§J;(U~, !U!~~jf*n~~1" rWnJ 

r ~~J r~IJ -rc(7)f~IfiR.BJr~~ QtJ\MtfT"t Q ct? to:~.g.-r~Qo 

• :'(7)f9IJ(7)~.g., iR.BA~nQIf§(;L r*'-)ltt~r1(7)m~eJmJ -r~V, 
iR.BA1" QIf§ /;1, rWnJ r ~~J r~~J -r~Qo 

===== [tOl-1-2J===== 

GtJ\G, t-(7)M"1:T'-9(7)7=- I ':; 7~fr?~dSfI~oG~1"o 
~ ... f t 1 • 'f IT ? M" (7) 7=- I ':; 7 If § < t qn t 1 -1 > 

~:l:ft 1 .~fr? <DOS quant1 > 
<hqntl-2> 

<hqnt1-1> 

~ t:, ~Ift 1 .~IT'J t:~I:7=- I':; 71" Q.mt a5 V ~1" 0 

~:i:ft 1 .'ffi'J t:~(7)7=- I ':; 7 If§ <tqntl-3> 
<hqntl-3> 
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List A.I. (Continued) 
=====[hOl-1-2J===== 

==================== 

[ ~BA J 

• ~BA~ nQ IJH3 tJ{:I: (f.] I:: , iR,BA1" QIJH3tJ{1i(f.]I::~~)£~ n l L \Q~.g.o 

• ~J.:tlt, lTV t'3*H(7)tJle$J ~, i-n"f'n 4 ~.~nt: 13*H(7)f1'J~ J c 
1-~.J~~(7)~~~~~~Q~~Mfi1"Q~5~~.g.~~Q o 

• ;:(7)f9IJ(7)~.g., ~BA~nQIJH31;t, ITvt'3;m(7)tJle$J ~~~, 
~BA1"QIj§I;t, 13*H(7)f1'J~.J l_ra'.J ~~Q o 

• ;:(7)~~T-9(7)~.g., iRBA~nQIj§(7).~ .. 1~(f.].~J, 
iR.BA1" QIj§ (7).~, I~~J clI¥,5~o 

=====[ tOl -2-1J===== 

--- --- ----------------- ------- ------

GtJ\lh i-(7)WiI::T'-9(7)7 I ':J 7~n?~~~(9)G*1"o 
fIJ}JIJ~fiffr?Wi(7)7 I ':J 7Ij§ <tdsc12-1> 

fIJ}JIJ~fifn? <DOS di sc12> 
<hdsc12-2> 

<hdsc12-1> 

* t:, fIJ}JIJ~fifnJ t:~1::7 I ':J 71" Q.mt~ IJ *1" 0 

fIJ}JIJ~fifnJ t:~(7)7 I ':J 7Ij§ <tdsc12-3> 
<hdsc12-3> 
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List A.I. (Continued) 
=====[ hOl -2-1J===== 

iR.BA~n~Il§ : ~(t_] 
iR,BA1" ~Il§ ::I:(t_] 
--- -- ---- ---- -- ------------ -- --- -- ------

[iR,BA] 

JlH!O)MiR. = <DOS d i cO 

• iR,8A~n~Il§tJ'~(t_](~, iR,BA1" ~Il§tJ':i:(t_]I~JIJ~~n l~ ,~~.g.o 

• ~J~f;f, 3 fI$(~~$~nt.: r1>~8)f.:tO)fit~J~, rtJ~· < O)~~ J 
rtJ'< O)~J r:fE#O)~~J r:fE#O)~J _r~O)f¥JiiR.BA_r~~tJ\~ 
~~1"~ct ?to:ilft_r1>~o 

• :'O)~IJO)~ft, iR,BA~n~Il§I;L r1>~8)f.:tO)fit~J _rCV)~L 
iR,BA1" ~Il§ (~t r7J' < O)~~ J rtJ' < O)~J 

r:fE#O)~~ J r:fE#O)~J _rCV)~o 

=====[ tOl -2-2J ===== 

~tJ,~, i"O)M(~T-9 0)7 I >:1 7 ~fT?~1Sr«d) ~ ~1" 0 

ti:i:ft2$~1:r?M0)7 I >:1 7Il§<tqnt2-1> 

ti"'"ft 2 $~0? <DOS quant2> 
<hqnt2-2> 

<hqnt2-1> 

~ t.:, ti:i:ft 2 $~1:r? t.:~f~ 7 I >:1 71" ~.mt i?> L) ~1" 0 

ti:i:ft 2 $~1:r? t':~0)7 I >:1 7Il§ <tqnt2-3> 
<hqnt2-3> 
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List A.1. (Continued) 
=====[hOl-2-2J===== 

--------------------------- -- ------ --- -- JfH!(1)m~ = <DOS diet > 

[!R.BAJ 

• ~BA~ n~IJiI3 'b !R.BA1" ~IJiI3 'b~I~ii(f.JI~JIJ;E~ n -C l \~ ~fto 

• ~J;tl;f, 3 "J1~;+.~nt: IT 1.1 c·t&~(1)fJlit$J ~, 
~n~n4;+$~nklt&~(1)~gJtl~~*J~ 
~(1)~~!R.~~~~~~mfi1"~~5~~ft~~~o 

• :. (1)f9fJ(1)~ft, iR,BA ~n~IJiI3I;t, IT 1.1 c~~(1)fJl~$J ~~ V, 
iR,BA1"~ljl3l;t, 1t&~(1)~~J l~rB'*J ~~~o 

• :'(1)fltO:T-9(1)~ft, iR.BA~n~IJiI3(1)*~, 1~(f.J~$J, 
iR,BA1" ~ljl3 (1).~, I~~J tlEf,5~o 

=====[ta02-1J===== 

~(f.J~$ iR,~1"~ljl3 I ~$/~~ 
------------------------------------------------

1Oa(f.J :i:(f.J I <t01-1-1> 
I <h01-1-1> 

I <tOl-1-2> 
I <hOl-1-2> 

I <tOl-2-1> 
I <hOl-2-1> 

I <tOl-2-2> 
I <hOl-2-2> 
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List A.I. (Continued) 
=====[ta02 -2]===== 

mW!O)m~ = <DOS diet> 

·llltOOO)II§ ~J: V ~~t \II§-rft~~-tt"tiR.8A9 Q~/:finnQ~m-f.;!/~L 
~"':JtJ\m~~n"tt \~"9 0 

• fiR.8A"9 QII§J O)JI1:fE91' "1O)*1lh.g.n-tt/:J: ':)I"t 
i:0):r-9/:;m ~t.:~m-f.;!tJ\~~ V~"9 0 

• (v)~t.:tJ\~':)"t L 'Q:r- 9/:.g.¥J"9 Q 91')~ J;.~rfO)~tJu:,~A.; -rT~ L \0 

~8A"9 Q II§ I ~;!/aR.8J] 

ii89 I <t03-1-1> 
I <h03-1-1> 

Jl89 I <t02-2-2> 
I <h02-2-2> 

=====[tregl-l]===== 

============================== 

· :l0)? I l' ~ tJ\~ L 'tJ\r I 'Y 7"9 Q <DOS nwe i ght> 
<hnwe ight> 

• X1l1ilt.>\~L'tJ\r I'Y 7"9Q<DOS miss> 
<hmiss> 

.aR.8A~nQII§ (~:l:y) /:"':Jt'"trI·y7"9Q<treg1-1-.3> 
<hreg1-1-. 3> 

• iR,8A"9QII§ (~IO;JX) /:"':Jt'"trI.y7"9Q<treg1-1-.4> 
<hi reg 1 -1-. 4 > 

• ~I~**f~/:"':JL '"tr I 'Y 7"9 Q <DOS mu It i eo> 
<hmultieo> 
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List A.I. (Continued) 
=====[hregl-1 J===== 

jlH!(J.)~~ = <DOS diet> 

• @]~Jtlfi~~d)QM"I:, @]~Jtlfi~rJ;tQJ: ?ttiT-9/)\c?/)\~ 
7 I ':1 '1 G "(tsL \t:1J/)'~L \cl~\L \£90 

• 7 I ':1 'J9Qlj§c G "(1j:j;.1T(J.)t(J.)/)'~;t0n£' 90 
©fi(J.)? I -{ ~/)"tiL \/)\7 I ':1 '19 Qo 

©Xtlflt/)"tiL \/)\7 I ':1 '19 Qo 

©iR,BA~nQlj§ (~:I: y) I:~L \"(7 I ':1 '11' Qo 
©~BA1" Qlj§ (~:I: X) I:~L \"(7 I ':1 '19 Q 0 
©~I~**'t11:~L \"(7 I ':1 '19 Qo 

=====[hregl-2J===== 

[~BAJ 

m~(J.)~~ = <DOS diet> 

• iR.BA~nQlj§ ttRBA9 Qlj§ t~l: 1;;1 rt-J1:Jllj }E~n"(L \Q 
T - 91:x-! G "(Ij:, @]~~Jtlfi~rJ?;: c I: J: 'J "( Jtlfi-r-~ Q 0 

• ~J;t(;L 1;f{-)v1~lf(J.)jlU~J$J~, ~iilrt-Jttii*1J~~9 1~1JJ 
I ~~J 1i*~J -r-c(J.)'~JiiR,BA-r-~ Q/)\~t1'1" Q J:? tti~.g.-r-1>Qo 

• ;:(J.)WIJ(J.)~.g., ~BA~nQlj§Ij:, l;ff-)V1~lf(J.)jfU~~J -r-1>U, 
iR,BA9Qlj§Ij:, rW1JJ r~~J ri*~J -r-1>Qo 

===== [tregl-3J= ==== 

m~(J.)~~ = <DOS diet> 

@]~~Jtlfi~ff'J t:~I:, j;.1T(J.).m~7 I ':1 '1 G t:1J/)(~ L \c I~L \ £1" 0 

• J:t~(J.)iE~jH1 <DOS qqp I ot> 
<hqqplot> 

• ~~BA~ti(J.)=@]~'1D ':1 ~ <DOS pregpl > 
<hpregpl> 

• *9lJmml (0 u r bin -Wa t son *1t[tI;;l) <DOS durbin> 
J:t~(J.)~~f1, J:t~(J.)~rPJ (~V/ F) <hdurbin> 

·~.(J.)*~~T-A(J.)~lt (OFF I TS, Cook) <DOS influe> 
Out lie r (J.)~ji <h i nf I ue> 
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List A.1. (Continued) 
=====[hregl -3]===== 

JfH~(1)miR. = <~os diet> 

• @]1~)tlJT~fr-::> t.:~I:, @]~)tlJTtJ'i&~ l., -r ~ '.Q *f4~~t.: l., -r ~ '.Q tJ,~ 
=r I ':J '1 l.,t.:1JtJ,~~ 'CI~'~ '£1" 0 

• =r I ':J '11" .Q IJH3 C l., -r Ilj;.rf (1) t (1)tJ\~;t 0 n £: 1" 0 

@9i~(1)IEMH~ 
@~iR.BA~~(1)=@]1m)D ':J ~ 
@~~m~(Durbin-Watson~~.) 
9i~(1)~~tt,9i~(1)g~(~~~~) 

@~.(1)*~to:7"-~(1)~tt (D F FIT S, Coo k) 
Out lie r (1)~~ 

=====[ hnweight]==== = 

[tR,BA] 

• 7"-~fij(1)Ih#11Il, 1E~(1)£\~tJ,~.Qo 

· An 2. AW~, ti~tJ(An~n -r~ '.Q cra'iI-::> t':*6:'l~~ < (1)~ 
ti (1) ~ I l' ~ tJ{fo:~ 'tJ\=r I ':J 'J1".Qo 

• ti(1)~ I l' ~tJ'ff -::> t.:~ftll, ~ I1' ~ ~ 1E~(:~IE1" .QtJ\, 
i"(1)-tt~"1 )v~~ ~ ~ < ft.tJ'£\~~~.Qo 

=====[ hmiss]===== 

========================== 

[mBA] 

• T - 91*~IJ#(:JIJ~~~ to:fJ\ -::> t.:JIJ~f~l:f1~ '-r Il 
j;.1T(:~1" J:? ~~LHI~rr5£\~fJ\~.Qo 

• Xm~(1)~.Q-tt~"1 )v~~ ~ ~ < 0 

• xmm~~.Q~(:1I~~;t.Qo 
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List A.I. (Continued) 
=====[ t regl -l-. 3J===== 

~:i:y (Jyf- I ':I ?<hregl - l -. 3> 

§(t-]~~I:"'J~ \Ttwr<Q 

• T-$'0)~0It~1J~twr<Q <DOS spac> 
<hspac> 

· T - $' O){i ~ ~ .g-~twr<Q <DOS skew> 
<hskew> 

X I:"'J ~ \ T 0) ra'it ~ vlJ\ ? 

• 1 "'J0)fi!1:1t~ lT~ \~~ \tJ\ 
~)Eo){~I:tJ\t:* -:> T ~ \~ ~ \tJ\twr< Q <DOS atyp i ca I> 

<hatypical> 

=====[tregl-1-.4J===== 

~:i: X O)~ I ':I ? <hregl-l-. 4> 

mBA~~I:"'J~ \T~r<~ 
• T-$'O)ii~~.g.~Ulr<Q<DOS skew> 

<hskew> 

• 1 "'JO)fltl:1t~ IT t \~t \tJ\~r<~ 
<DOS atypical> 
<hatypical> 
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JfH!O)~~ = <DOS dict > 
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